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Library

Tuesclay,Jan.27
Young Concert Artlat SerlN. featuring
baritone Christopher Trakas, 8 p.m., Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Tickets are priced at SS and and may be
purchased by calling 372.a171.

Ylednesday,Jan.28
Continuing Education Course.
"Residential Landscape Design: Shaping
Space for UYlng," begins at 7:30 p.m. and
meets weekly through Feb. 11. Course fee
Is $20. Register by calling 372.a1a1.
Technology Transfer Briefing, featuring
Dr. Douglas Heckers, chemistry,
sponsored by the McMaster Leadership
Institute, 8:30 am., Mlletl Alumni Center.
Free. Register by calling 372.e819.
Muter Cl..., conducted by baritone
Christopher Trakas, 10 a.m., Kobacker
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
Admlnlatratm Staff Luncheon Program,
featuring Kay Larson of Waddell and Reed
Financial Planning Services speaking on
tax sheltered annuities, IRA's and
retirement, 12:15 p.m., Campus Room,
Union. Free.
Concert, College of Musical Arts faculty
members Edwin Betts, trumpet, and Paul
Hunt, trombone, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.

Thursday, Jan. 29
Continuing Education Course, "Creative
Writing Workshop" begins at 6:30 p.m.
and meets weekly through April 9. Course
fee is $50. Register by calling 372.a1a1.
Lecture, "Correspondence Analysis," by
Ron Horswell of National Family Opinion,
7:30 p.m~ 459 Mathematical Sciences
Bldg. Free.
"The Ay," University Activities
Organization-sponsored film, 8 p.m., Gish
Film Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.

Friday, Jan. 30
Falcon Club Luncheon, noon, Holiday
Inn.

Classified
Employment
Opportunities

Center for Archival
Collections

Prepare for bad weather, note BGSU policy

Datebook
Ex c••• ice In Education s.tes.

roundtable aesalon for facuhy to share
Information about recent or current
research activities, 1:30 p.m., 215
Education Bldg.
Grmnutlca, Bowling Green vs. Eastern
Michigan Univ., home, 6 p.m.
Lecture and Slide Prnentatlon, "The
Art of Birthing," by Rahlma Baldwin,
midwife and author, and Harriette
Hartigan, midwife and photographer, 7:30
p.m., Alumni Room, Union. Free.
..Peppermint Soda," French film with
subtltles, foreign film festival, 7:30 p.m.,
Gish Fiim Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.
"It's About Time," planetarium
production, 8 p.m., planetarium, Physical
Sciences Laboratory Bldg. $1 donation
suggested.

Saturday, Jan. 31
"Trusting OuraelYea: Woman and Birth,"
seminar by Rahlma Baldwin and Harriette
Hartigan, 9 a.m.-4 p.m., Community Suite,
Union. Free. To register call 372-2281.
Men's and Women's Swimming, Bowling
Green vs. Miami Univ., home, 3 p.m.
Woman's Basketball, Bowling Green vs.
Central Michigan Univ., home, 5:30 p.m.
Man's Basketball, Bowling Green vs.
Central Michigan Univ., home, 8 p.m.

Sunday,Jan.25
Concert, Bowling Green Brass Quintet,
3 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.
"It's Abou1 nme," planetarium
production, 7:30 p.m~ planetarium,
Physical Sciences Laboratory Bldg. $1
donation suggested.

Just ask CONSULTANT
Computer Services has created a
computer account, CONSULTANT, on
the VAX 8500. Anyone who is using
the VAX 8500 and has a question can
send mail to CONSULTANT. The
account will be checked regularly
with a reply to your question given as
soon as possible.

Improve writing skills
Creative writers can improve their
skills in a workshop being offered by
the Office of Continuing Education.
The course, "Creative Writing
Workshop," meets from 6:30-8:30 p.m.
every Thursday from Jan. 29 to April 9.
Techniques covered in the class
will apply to a variety of literary
interests including poetry, short
stories, novels and plays.
Registration is $50. More
information about the class and
registration can be obtained by
contacting the Continuing Education
office at 372-8181.

Faculty and staff are reminded
that the decision to cancel classes
In the event of severe weather
rests with the University's central
administration.
Any decision to cancel classes
will be communicated to faculty,
staff and students by the Office of
Public Relations, which will notify
Fact Line (372-2445), WBGU-FM
(88.1), WFAL-AM (680), WFOB,
WOHO, WSPD, WCWA, WLQR-FM,
WRQN-FM, WFIN and WGTE. Also,
WBGU-TV (Channel 27) and the
three Toledo television stations,
channels 11, 13 and 24 will be
notified.
Every effort will be made to
notify these media by 7 am. the
day of any cancellation. If a later
storm necessitates the
cancellation of afternoon or
evening classes, the public
relations office will notify the
above-named media as soon as
possible and before 5 p.m.
Though classes may be
cancelled, all University employees
are expected to report to their job
assignments unless a specific
announcement cancelling work
schedules is made.
Also, employees should not be
confused by media reports of the
University "closing." Broadcasts
often report "Bowling Green is

In Brie.£_._._ _ _ _ _ __
Information program planned for Kenya safari
The Office of Continuing Education
will present "Kenya Information
Night" at 7:30 p.m. Thursday (Jan. 29)
in 112 Life Sciences Building.
Free and open to the public, the
program will offer information about
Kenya and a safari there from May
17-June 2 sponsored by the
University.
Dr. Stephen Vessey, biological
sciences, will give a slide

presentation on the east African
nation and discuss primates, his
speciality. He will be leading the
Kenya tour.
In addition, Lorene Malanowski,
director of non-credit programs at the
University, will describe the
University-sponsored tour.
Persons do not have to be
registered for the trip to attend the
orientation program.

Seminars teach variety of computer skills

The following computer seminars
are available to faculty, staff and
The following classified positions are
graduate students:
available.
A lecture on microcomputer
concepts will be held Thursday (Jan.
NEW VACANCIES
29) from 10:30 am.-12:30 p.m. in 312
Posting ExplraUon Data for Employ- to
Hayes. It will cover basic terminology,
Apply: 4 p.m., Friday, Jan. 30.
hardware and software components
1·3G-1
Radio Dlspalchar 1
and microcomputer applications. The
Pay Ranges
class Is intended for anyone not
Public Safety
familiar with microcomputers.
Temporary Part-Time (through
An Introduction to the disk
June 30, 1987)
operating system (hands-on) will be
Feb. 3 from 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. in
312 Hayes. Using IBM's DOS the
class will involve loading the
operating
system, saving and
The following faculty positions are available:
retrieving files, etc. It is intended for
Applled Statistics and Operations Research: Instructor. Contact James Sullivan
anyone not familiar with the IBM PC.
(2·2363). Deadline: Feb. 27.
EDAS: Assistant professor. Contact Richard 0. Gerlson (2·7357). Deadline: April 1.
On Feb. 5 from 8:30-11:30 a.m. in
Graduate College: Associate vice president fer research and dean. Contact Norma
the library lab an introduction to
Stickler (2-2915). Deadline: Feb. 9.
Multimate on the IBM PC (hands-on)
Health Information In Technology {Medical Records): Instructor/assistant professor of will be conducted. It is intended
applied sciences. Contact Office of the Dean, Firelands College (832-223). Dea(!line:
primarily for staff who will be using
March 1.
this
word-processing program to
Home Economics: Assistant professor of textiles, clothing an::l interior design.
create and edit documents.
Contact Deanna J. Radeloff (2·7823). Deadline: Feb. 1.
A class using the IBM PC for job
Interpersonal and Public Communications: Assistant pro:essor. contact Raymond K.
entry to the IBM 4381 (hands-on) will
Tucker (2·7168). Deadline: Feb. 1.
Management Instructor. Deadline; Feb. 1. Also, senior assistant professor. Also,
be Feb. 6 from 8:30-10:30 a.m. in the
assistant professor. Deadlines: Feb. 15. Also, visiting professor. Deadline: March 1. For
Union Lab. Participants will be using
all positions. contact Pster A. Pinto (2·2946).
the IBM PCs ir. the lab with the IBM
Math and Statistics: Ass:stant professor. Contact Arji.Jn Gupta (2·7453). Deadline: Feb. Personal Editor software to edit files
2.
and then submit them to the IBM
Popular Cullura: Instructor. Contact Ray B. Browne (2-7861). Deaaline: March 15.
mainframe.
Romance Languages: Assistant professo~. Deadline: Feb. 27. Also, assistant
On Feb. 10 from 8:30-11:30 a.m. in
professor. Deadline: Jan. 31. r=or both positions, contact Diane Pretzer (2·2667).
the library lab an introduction to
Special Education: Assistant professors (three positions). Contact Edward Fiscus
Lotus 1-2-3 on the IBM PC (hands-on)
(2·7358). Deadline: Feb. 1.
will be conducted. The class
The following administrative staff positions are available:•
introduces spreadsheet usage
Center for ArchlYal Collectlons: Reference archivist. Contact Ann Bowers (2-2411).
covering cells, ranges, formulas, etc.
Deadline: Jan. 30.
It is intended for anyone who will be
History: Director for the Institute for Great Lakes Research. Contact Gary Hess
using
financial information, such as
(2·2856). Deadline: March 15.
budgeting.
Ofllc:e of the Aaaocl1la Vice Pralidenl for R....rch: Director, animal facilities.
A final class is scheduled for Feb.
Contact Elden Martin (2-8563). Deadline: April 3.
·
12
from 8:30-11:30 a.m. in the library
TV Semc:es: Director of Television Information. Contact Susan Caldwell (2·2558).
lab. An introduction to PC-File Ill on
Deadline: Feb. 6.
Union: Catering/service manager. Contact Unda Hamilton (2·2558). Deadline: Feb. 10.
the IBM PC (hands-on) will cover

Faculty/Staff Position..s

closed," rather than correctly
stating "classes are cancelled at
Bowling Green.''
The University closes only In
times of state emergency. If an
emergency Is declared
necessitating a closing of the
entire University, only essential
employees are expected to report
to or remain at their jobs.
Classified employees, specifically
advised In advance or called in
speclflcally for the emergency will
be paid at the rate of two-and-onehalf times the normal rate o! pay
for all hours worked during the
declared emergency period.
Questions relating to a radio or
television announcement
concerning cancellations or
closings can be clarified by calling
the campus operator (372-2531).
Commuter students who may be
affected by severe weather should
check with the State Highway
Patrol to determine if hazardous
driving conditions exist.
If travel is not advised, students
who must commute to Bowling
Green will be excused from
classes without penalty. Upon
return to each affected class, the
student should inform the faculty
member of his or her inability to
travel due to hazardous driving
conditions.
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Book captuies essence of Bowling Green
"The year 1910 was a year of
special Importance for the people of
northern Ohio. On the 10th of May
the state legislature enacted the
Lowry Bill which provided for the
'establishment of two additional
state normal schools, one in
northeastern Ohio and one in
northwestern Ohio, .. .' On November
10th of that year Bowling Green was
chosen as the site for the normal
school in the northwest. The City of
Bowling Green had campaigned
diligently along with 16 other
communities to be the location of
the new school. The city had offered
the selecting commission four
different sites, including the city
park and surrounding lots totaling
eighty-two and a half acres - the
one finally chosen."
So begins Dr.
.------~
Stuart R. Givens'
r~.
book, The Falcon
:
Soars. History
has been made
since the small
state normal
college opened
its doors to
students in
Bowling Green
over 75 years
Stuart Givens
ago, and as the
University's official historian, Givens

: ~ -··· ··~ ::

CSCmakes

changes to
benefit package

has kept abreast with ail of the
events. His book, a supplement to

The History of Bow/Ing Green State
University by James Robert
Overman, was published by The
Popular Press in December and
updates the campus' history to
1986.
It's not easy researching 25 years'
worth of University events. Givens
has been researching the book for
five years, after then-president
Hollis A Moore commissioned his
services in anticipation of the
University's 75th anniversary.
"I started my research by rereading the Overman book which
covered the first 50 years of the
school," Givens said. ''Then I began
with the BG News, going through
the past 25 years' worth of issues
page by page. I also read all the
Board of Trustees and Faculty
Senate minutes during that time."
Givens has seen just about every
article written over the past 25 years
mentioning Bowling Green or the
University. He also studied material
that described the mood of the
national scene for the two and a
half decades covered in his book.
"Having been here and lived here
during the period made it easier," he
said. "i was quite involved and
active en campus and can

..._,

With deadlines approaching for
several agenda items, Classified Staff
Council met Jan. 26 in a special
meeting to continue discussion of
bylaws and proposed benefits.
Some changes were made to the
benefits package that had met with
CSC approval at its Jan. 20 meeting.
Council will be requesting no less
than a 6.5 percent wage increase
across the board for classified
employees. However, if the 309
proposal being developed by a CSC
subcommittee is accepted and
implemented by August, wage
increases will be based on the area
market rate. Council member Judy
Hagemann, also a member of the 309
Committee, clarified at the recent
meeting that implementation of the
309 proposal could still mean a pay
increase for employees.
remember firsthand many of the
"It's our best guess that there will
events the book covers."
be an increase if the Board (of
Givens said he divided his
Trustees) passes the 309 proposal,"
research between the two major
Hagemann said. "Our ballpark figure
administrations of William T.
is that it could be around five
Jerome and Hollis A. Moore. From
percent."
that point, most material fell into
Additionally, Council adjusted the
amount o: sick leave hours required
continued on page 3
before employees could convert 24
hours to personal days. The proposal
requires employees to have
accumulated 100 hours or more of
sick ieave per year before they can
request to convert any of those hours
to personal days.
Such use of accrued sick leave is
permitted by Ohio law and CSC
believes the benefit would serve as
an incentive to not abuse sick iea·1e.
Use of the conversion to personal
time would be subject to prior
approval of the supervisor and would
An unusual photograph of some
be reported on the exception form.
mothballs taken by a University
Personal days would not be
geology professor has received a
accumulative and employees must
ninth place award in the annual
retain a balance of 100 hours or
Nikon Small World Competition.
above to take advantage of the
What makes Dr. Charles
benefit.
Onasch's photo different is that he
University budget committees
took it through a microscope, as
request that all fringe benefit
the competition's rules required.
proposals be presented in priority
And while the subject of the
order. CSC ranked the top five
picture doesn't seem exciting concerns for classified staff as:
the greatly enlarged mothballs look
prorated health insurance for
iike a series of stacked boxes - it
permanent part-time employees;
was good enough to win a ninth
payment of 50 percent of accrued
place award in the international
sick leave upon retirement; life
contest.
insurance benefit for retired
In technical terms, Onasch's
classified employees; life insurance
award winning entry was a
of 1 1/2 annual salary on a voluntary
photomicrograph of a film of
basis; and Benefit Plans Ris!<
p·Dichlorobenzene (mothballs)
Management paying the cost of a
melted at a low temperature.
complete annual physical for fuil-time
The low temperature causes the
classified employees as a
solid to melt, creating the
preventative measure.
deformation of crystals, Onasch
in other business. lengthy
said.
discussion surrounaed propose::
His photomicrograph was
changes ir. the Council's by-laws.
published in the Functional
I Changes were rnade unde~ the
Photography magazine and
mernbersnip. officers anc ;xoceaures
apoears in Nikon's annual
•
calendar.
1 sections and win ~e il!rther discussec
! at Csc·s Feb. 17 rneetinc.
I In other business: - Tne Personnel/\'Ve!rare
Committee reported ~ha~ members are
1• , \ · ' ' •

'

Winning through
the looking glass

Appreciation Night
features halftime game

.
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Bowling Green State University

database applications including
filing, sorting and printing reports. It
is intended for anyone doing simple
recordkeeping.
To register for any of these free
seminars, please contact the
secretary in 241 Math Science at
372-2102.

The Classified Staff Council has
challenged the administration to a
half-court, six-minute basketball game
during Classified Staff Appreciation
Night Jan. 31. The game will take
place during halftime of the Bowling
Green/Central Michigan game which
starts at 8 p.m. in Anderson Arena.
Playing for the Classified Staff
Team will be Kerry Taylor, Firelands;
Brett Pogan, carpenter shop; Gregg
Johns, grounds; Bob Kreinenkamp,
WBGU-TV; Stan Maas, paint shop;
Eric Johnson, mechanic; Joyce
Hyslop, College of Business; and
Coach Larry Holland, inventor/
management.
For the Administration Team,
players are Bob Patton, College of
Business Administration; Phil Maso;.,
assistant to the president; Jack
Taylor, minority affairs; John Martin,
admissions; Larry Weiss, alumni and
development; and Ken Baker, College
of Arts and Sciences.
Sam Rameriz, personnel support
services, will referee.
Tickets for classified staff will be
available at two-for-one prices and
must be purchased prior to the game
at the ticket booth In Memorial Hall.
Door prizes will be given away during
the evening. You must be present to
win.

16

I
I

Charles Onasch with his winning photograph

cont !i1ue::! or-: page 3
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Wu, marketing team make hard work pay off
Is Bob Wu building a dynasty?
For the second straight year, a
team he has assembled and advised
has won a major international
competition. Earlier this month,
Bowling Green successfully defended
the Manitoba Marketing Management
Competition title that a University
team won a year ago.
In its latest success Bowling Green
topped 20 other American and
Canadian university teams in the
semester-long event sponsored by the
University of Manitoba.
·•tt is these kinds of successes in
major competition that add to tt"oe
quality of both the marketing program
at the University and its students.
Competitions like this give our
students valuable experience," said
Or. Wu, a marketing professor.
That Bowling Green's entries in the
Manitoba competition have done so
well is a tribute not only to the
students but also to Wu, who has
Winning has become a habit for Bob Wu (left). A marketing team he advises
instilled in team members the desire
recently defended the Manitoba Marketing Management Competition title over
to do well In the competition.
20 other American and Canadian University teams. Team members displaying
The four students - Holly Kirchoff, their awards are (from left) David Boutelle, Linda Lutkehaus, Holly Kirchoff and
Linda Lutkehaus, Steve Russell and
Steve Russell.
David Boutelle - are lavish with their
praise of Wu.
round of decisions. Then, in midsaid Wu, whose initial task was to
Not every adviser would have spent
December, the team in each industry
put
together
a
team
of
four
students
the time with the students that Wu
group which showed the best overall
who not only would benefit from the
did. "In fact," said Kirchoff, who
performance was named the first
challenge but would maintain a high
served as team president, "many of
phase
winner.
level of motivation and interest over a
the other groups we talked to did not
"Bowling
Green was a clear winner
month
period.
four
receive the faculty assistance that we
in
its
industry
group," Wu said.
Wu
said
he
based
the
team
had."
In mid-January, the teams traveled
selection on grade point averages
Wu seems to have the knack for
to Winnipeg for the competition's
and interviews, where he tried to
getting the best out of his students.
second
round. To be declared the
determine
how
the
students
would
"He never told us what to uo, but
undisputed
winner of its industry
accept
the
responsibilities
required
if
he made us think about every
the team were going to be successful. group, a team had to prepare and
decision we made," Russell said.
present a formal report defending and
"You must have team members who
"He's very thorough and he inspired
justifying
its strategies in the
trust
each
other
and
who
will
carry
us with his own hard work. He
computer
phase of the competition.
their
share
of
the
work.
If
there
is
one
attended every meeting we had and
Again, Bowling Green came out on
member not willing to do that, then
taught us a great deal. No one has
the team's performance will be poor," top.
given me a better education than I
Finally, each of the four industry
he said.
·gained from Dr. Wu through this
winners
made a presentation to a
competition
began
in
October
The
competition."
with the teams being divided into four group of Winnipeg businessmen and
"To borrow a phrase from the
university faculty to determine the
industry groups, each with five
Army, 'he made us the best we could
of the entire competition.
champion
competing schools. The first phase
be," said Boutelle.
And,
again,
Bowling Green emerged
consisted
of
computer
simulated
Wu is modest about his
the
winner.
decisions
where
each
of
the
five
contributions. "It was very satisfying
Kirchoff, a senior marketing major,
group competitors made weekly
to see a group of young students
said
the competition gave the
marketing strategy decisions,
willing to work so diligently to
students
insight into the importance
including
advertising
expenditures,
achieve a goaL They are all interested
of
marketing
research and the
distribution
and
price
test
marketing,
in learning. If I taught them anything
changes. These decisions were fed by marketing concept in the business
it was that hard work will pay off."
world. "It also showed us how to use
telephone to a central computer at
The objective of the Manitoba
a team approach in solving business
the University of Manitoba.
competition was to test student
problems. The experience we gained,
Each
week
for
nine
weeks
the
knowledge of strategic marketing
I know, will be quite valuable to us in
information was analyzed and
concepts and how those concepts fit
our future jobs."
returned to the teams for their next
into a total business environment,

New chapters
focus on
sharing feelings
Dr Richard L. Weaver II,
;riterpersonal and public
c;ommunication, has written the
fourth edition of his interpersonalcc:Tl:nunication textbook.
Entitled
Understanding
interpersonal
Communication,
the introductory,
college text helps
to improve
students'
understanding of
interpersonal
communication
concepts and
builds their skills Richard Weaver II
through practical applications and
exercises.
New chapters in this edition focus
on experiencing emotion, the sharing
of feelings, seeking closeness and
intimate relationships.
There is also greater emphasis on
the concepts and contexts of
communication in this edition. This is
achieved through new and expanded
material on the specific values and
benefits of effective communication,
the development of the self-concept
and strategies for building self·
esteem, the use of empathy in
listening and the development of
assertiveness skills.
Accompanying the text is a
completely revised and expanded
Instructor's Manual that provides
teaching suggestions, chapter
overviews, classroom discussion
questions, twice as many exercises
and activities as in the previous
edition and all-new chapter tests in
reproducible form.
Weaver has taught interpersonal
and public communication classes at
graduate and undergraduate levels at
the University since 1974, and he
directs the basic speechcommunication course. His previous
books have covered business
communication, group
communication, public
communication and research in
speech communication.
He is currently working on a book
on relationship communication.

Four featured artists highlight Philharmonia's gala concert
The Bowling Green Philharmonia
continues its season with a gala
concert Sunday (Feb. 8) featuring four
distinguished guest soloists and
some of the best-loved music of all
time_
The soloists include pianist Jerome
Rose, tenor Richard Mathey, baritone
Andreas Poulimenos and soprano
Alma Jean Smith, all members of the
College of Musical Arts.
Robert Spano will conduct the 3
p.m. gala in Kobacker Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
The performance will open with the
orchestra performing the "Overture to
Die Fledermaus" by Strauss and be
followed by "Piano Concerto No. 2"
by Franz Listz. The program also will
include popular arias from "La
Boheme," "Rigoletto" and ''The
Barber of Seville,"' as well as scenes
from the second act of "La Traviata"
Mathey has performed with the
Fort Wayne Opera OrcheStra,
Columbus Symphony, Opera
OrcheStra of New York. Opera
Orchestra of Lake Chautauqua,
Owensborough Symphony and the
Toledo Symphony. In May he wlll

appear with the Toledo Symphony in
a performance of Hector Berlioz's
"Requiem."
Pianist Rose is an artist-inresidence at the University, and
winner of the Grand Prix Du Disque
Liszt given by the Franz Liszt Society
of Budapest. His recent engagements
have included performances with the
Houston and Atlanta symphonies and
he will appear in three performances
with the Chicago Symphony in early
April_ His ongoing project of
recording the entire Liszt piano
repertoire for Vox has now reached a
dozen releases with the recently
issued ''Transcendental Etudes/Four
Waltzes."
Artistic director of the acclaimed
Franz Liszt Centennial Celebration
held in Washington D.C. last summer,
he was awarded the Franz Liszt
Commemorative Medal In December
by the Hungarian Ministry of Culture
in appreciation for his achievement in
the presentation and interpretation of
the work of Franz Uszt.
Poullmenos, a performer of a wide
range of operatic and concert
repertoire, has received critical

acclaim for appearances with opera
companies of Boston, Detroit,
Memphis, Mobile, Orlando, Dayton
and Grand Rapids. He has appeared
as guest soloist with the Boston Pops
and the symphony orchestras of
Detroit, Toledo, Grand Rapids and
Lansing.
His awards include first place in
the New England Regional
Metropolitan Opera Auditions and the
Maria DeVarady Award. This spring
he will spend two months in
Switzerland singing the title role in
"Figaro" with the opera company of
Biel.
Smith, though new to the faculty at
Bowling Green, is a familiar name to
those who listen to Metropolitan
Opera broadcasts- The Cleveland
native won the Met contest in 1974
and sang with the Met until 1981. She
sang at the Staatstheater am
Gartnerplatz in Munich from 1981-86.
The soprano has performed such
diverse roles as Frasqulta, Barbarlna,
the Sandman, Flowennalden,
Papagena and Niade In "Ariadne-"
She also has sung in Verdi's
"Requiem" with the Philadelphia

Orchestra, Eugene Onnandy
conducting, and In "Messiah" and
Pierne's "Children's Crusade" with
the Indianapolis Symphony.
Spano become director of the
Bowling Green Philharmonia in 1985.
He previously was assistant
conductor of the Delaware
Philharmonic and the Philadelphia
Youth Orchestra A graduate of
Oberlin Conservatory, he has
appeared as a solo violinist and
pianist with the Elkart Symphony and
Indiana University Philharmonic,
among other orchestras. At Oberlin,
he won the Louis Sudler Prize in the
Arts, the Rudolf Serkin Award and the
John Elvin Award for piano.
Tickets for the gala, priced at $3,
$6 and $9 each, can be purchased at
the Moore Musical Arts Center box
office between 10:30 a.m.·2:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday or at the
Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce during regular business
hours. Tickets can also be reserved
by calling 372-8171.
The gala will benefit the
University's opera program.

Mildred's menus show good taste in cafeteria food
Twenty-six years In food service
might exhaust the creativity of even
the most original gourmet. But
Mildred Oglesby, general manager
of McDonald cafeteria, has
continued generating new ideas to
prevent boredom from becoming a
standard item on the resident hall's
menu.
Events such as holiday buffets
and cook-outs break the monotony
of cafeteria food for both the
students who eat it and the
employees who make and serve it,
Oglesby explained.
Oglesby is referred to as Miss 0
around McDonald quadrangle where
she supervises about 250 employees
at four dining facilities. Some of her
former employees were less than
optimistic about her first attempt at
an out of the ordinary event. "When
I planned my first special dinner at
Kreischer cafeteria, a lot of people
were skeptical because they didn't
think students would like it," she
said. The students, however, loved
the dinner and have eagerly
anticipated similar events.
Even the cafeteria employees
enjoy the change of pace. "It's a
real morale-booster," Oglesby said.
"I talk it up to them for days
beforehand and when the time
arrives, sometimes I put on my lab
coat and join them in the kitchen."
The cooking chore is just part of
the process Oglesby goes through

·Doing special things like
these dinners shows the
students and employees
chat I care about them.
Thal°s what it's all about.·
when designing a cafeteria event.
The steps begin with an idea, such
as the International Dinner the
cafeteria had on Jan. 27. Oglesby
researched cookbooks for recipes
and then consulted the cooking
staff to determine the feasibility of
providing the various dishes. The
menu included foods from nearly a
dozen countries ranging from Africa
and China to Greece and Hungary,
as well as "good old American apple
pie," Oglesby said.
Finding entertainment was also
one of Oglesby's responsibilities.
For the International Dinner, a
student from Aruba played the
piano. At other dinners, students
have watched a style show and
enjoyed the performances of the
University's gospel choir.
Another one of Oglesby's
inventions is the Midnight Breakfast
which is now a popular evPnl ~.,.-~,
the campus cafeterias. Tr=
breakfast, which takes plac-~-,1'1b
Monday finals week begins, was

Election rejects FOP organizing
Elections to determine whether to
organize for the purpose of collective
bargaining under the auspices of the
Fraternal Order of Police were held
Jan. 23 at the department of public
safety.
In separate elections, the campus
police unit voted 9-1 not to organize

and the dispatcherstclerical unit
rejected organizing by a 5-0 vote.
The election was conducted by the
State Employment Relations Board
which authorized the voting following
an FOP request to represent the
campus law enforcement employees.

Mother I daughter photos needed
Photographs of generations of
mothers and daughters are being
solicited by Jerome Library for a
display to be featured in March in
honor of Women's History Month. The
theme of the display is "Generations
of Compassion, Courage and
Conviction."
Photos do not have to be of studio
quality and snapshots are acceptable.
Joint or individual photos are also

acceptable and subjects can include
any combination of generations.
Photos should include brief
identification information and all
pictures will be returned to the
owners in late March.
Send materials to Dawn McCaghy,
reference department of Jerome
Library. Deadline for pictures is Feb.
20. For more information contact
McCaghy at 372-7902.

Givens

from page 1
the categories of University
activities or student life.
Among the changes in recent
years that the history professor
counts as highlights is the growth in
faculty, enrollment and the physical
plant. That growth began in the
1950s and 1960s, he said, and
carried over into the 1970s and now
the 1980s.
The growth is even more
remarkable because it continued
during the traumatic late 1960s and
early 1970s when universities and
colleges nationwide were
undergoing radical changes.
This turbulent period remains as
one of the most memorable eras to
Givens, not for the problems
suffered by Bowling Green, but how
it weathered the storm.
"We came through it as the only
residential state campus that didn't
close. That influenced enrollment
and the attitude about Bowling
Green," he said. "It impressed
parents. Bowling Green appeared as
a stable university, a better place to
get an education-"
That stability has remained and
Givens praises University faculty
and administration for being flexible
and wllllng to deal with change.

rather than resist it.
Givens admits that while the book
attempts to survey more fully the
history of the University from 1963
to the present, the process has been
selective due to the volume of
material.
"Despite whatever shortcomings
there might be," he said, "hopefully
the essence of Bowling Green and
its history has been caught."
The book is available for purchase
at The Popular Press or the
University Book Store.

Classified Staff
Council

from page 1
requesting an deadline extension for
recommendations for the Classified
Handbook. The committee is hoping
to receive more responses from
classified employees. Anyone with
deletions or suggestions for changes
in the handbook can forward them to
CSC, Box 21, University Hall.
- Unda Eynon, Center for Archival
Collections, resigned as CSC
representative and co-secretary. Dave
Mears was elected to the co-secretary
position, and council will discuss the
representative vacancy at the next
meeting_

Mildred Oglesby keeps meals interesting at McDonald cafeteria where she is
general manager. Students eagerly look forward to her creative menus which
have included international dinners and midnight breakfasts.

designed for students who stay up
late studying, Oglesby said. During
last semester's breakfast, over 700
people gathered for pancakes and
sausage.
The next special dinner on the
agenda is a Soul Food Dinner in
conjunction with Black History
Month. Like the other events, this
one will require much of Oglesby's
time and effort.
Although Oglesby said the dinners
involve more work than anyone
realizes, she was quick to praise the
resident advisers, hall directors and
cafeteria employees who help ease
the load.

"I think my interest and
enthusiasm is contagious," Oglesby
said. "When others see me get
excited about one of the dinners,
they get more involved and then
they get excited too."
Two years ago, Oglesby was
presented with an award for being
"Most Creative Manager." While
she said she was honored, such
awards are not what motivates
Oglesby to continue her efforts.
"Doing special things like these
dinners shows the students and
employees that I care about them,"
she explained. "That's what it's
really all about."

Kenneth Koch to give poetry reading
Award-winning writer Kenneth Koch
will give a poetry reading Thursday
(Feb. 5).
Winner of the 1986 Award of Merit
Medal of the American Academy and
Institute of Arts and Letters, Koch
will read from 8-9 p.m. in 115
Education Building. Sponsored by the
Creative Writing Program in the
department of English, the reading is
open to the public free of charge.
Koch, a professor of English and
comparative literature at Columbia
University, has written novels, plays,
books on teaching children poetry,
and 14 collections of poetry. His
Selected Poems: 1950-82 was
published by Random House in 1985.
His latest collection of poetry,
published by Viking, is entitled On the
Edge.
The Cincinnati native also has
written a number of essays and
published numerous articles, poetry,
plays and fiction in magazines. He

has lectured widely on poetry, poetry
in education and related subjects,
and has been a guest on the "Today··
show, among other programs.
He has received three Fulbright
Fellowships, one for study in France,
the others for research in Italy and
France. His recognitions also include
a Guggenheim Fellowship, a Merrill
Foundation grant for writing poetry in
1969-70, the Harbison Award for
Distinguished Teaching in 1970 and
the American Academy of Arts and
Letters Award for Literature in 1976.
His 1970 film, "Wishes, Lies, and
Dreams," on teaching of poetry
writing at P.S. 61 in New York, was
produced by the National Endowment
for the Arts and a record and tape by
the same name featuring children
reading their poems, with
commentary, was issued in 1971 by
Spoken Arts. His recording, "Kenneth
Koch Reading His Poetry.. was issued
by Spoken Arts in 1979.

Semester's tuition is raffle prize
The University Honors Student
Association (H.S.A.) is sponsoring its
fifth annual Tuition Raffle this
semester. With the proceeds from the
first raffle in 1983, the H.S..A.
established the J. Robert Bashore
Scholarship Fund, named for Dr. Bob
Bashore, a 35-year English professor
and director of the honors program
for the first three years of its
existence (1978-1981). From this fund,
the H.S.A. awards annual
scholarships. Additionally, funds are
set aside each year to build a
permanent scholarship fund.
The raffle's grand prize Is the cash
equivalent of one In-state,
undergraduate semestets tuition

($821 this year). Also, three $50 book
scholarships will be awarded. All
registered University students are
eligible including graduating seniors,
part-time students and graduate
students.
While faculty members are not
eligible to win, they can support this
project by making donations or by
buying tickets in the name of
students of their choice. The winning
ticket of the 1984 Tuition Raffle was
purchased by a faculty member.
Tickets will be on sale from Feb.
9-24 from any honors student or from
the honors office, 231 Administration.
For more information, contact Dr.
Paul Haas or Susan Darrow at
372-8504.

...

•

Wu, marketing team make hard work pay off
Is Bob Wu building a dynasty?
For the second straight year, a
team he has assembled and advised
has won a major international
competition. Earlier this month,
Bowling Green successfully defended
the Manitoba Marketing Management
Competition title that a University
team won a year ago.
In its latest success Bowling Green
topped 20 other American and
Canadian university teams in the
semester-long event sponsored by the
University of Manitoba.
·•tt is these kinds of successes in
major competition that add to tt"oe
quality of both the marketing program
at the University and its students.
Competitions like this give our
students valuable experience," said
Or. Wu, a marketing professor.
That Bowling Green's entries in the
Manitoba competition have done so
well is a tribute not only to the
students but also to Wu, who has
Winning has become a habit for Bob Wu (left). A marketing team he advises
instilled in team members the desire
recently defended the Manitoba Marketing Management Competition title over
to do well In the competition.
20 other American and Canadian University teams. Team members displaying
The four students - Holly Kirchoff, their awards are (from left) David Boutelle, Linda Lutkehaus, Holly Kirchoff and
Linda Lutkehaus, Steve Russell and
Steve Russell.
David Boutelle - are lavish with their
praise of Wu.
round of decisions. Then, in midsaid Wu, whose initial task was to
Not every adviser would have spent
December, the team in each industry
put
together
a
team
of
four
students
the time with the students that Wu
group which showed the best overall
who not only would benefit from the
did. "In fact," said Kirchoff, who
performance was named the first
challenge but would maintain a high
served as team president, "many of
phase
winner.
level of motivation and interest over a
the other groups we talked to did not
"Bowling
Green was a clear winner
month
period.
four
receive the faculty assistance that we
in
its
industry
group," Wu said.
Wu
said
he
based
the
team
had."
In mid-January, the teams traveled
selection on grade point averages
Wu seems to have the knack for
to Winnipeg for the competition's
and interviews, where he tried to
getting the best out of his students.
second
round. To be declared the
determine
how
the
students
would
"He never told us what to uo, but
undisputed
winner of its industry
accept
the
responsibilities
required
if
he made us think about every
the team were going to be successful. group, a team had to prepare and
decision we made," Russell said.
present a formal report defending and
"You must have team members who
"He's very thorough and he inspired
justifying
its strategies in the
trust
each
other
and
who
will
carry
us with his own hard work. He
computer
phase of the competition.
their
share
of
the
work.
If
there
is
one
attended every meeting we had and
Again, Bowling Green came out on
member not willing to do that, then
taught us a great deal. No one has
the team's performance will be poor," top.
given me a better education than I
Finally, each of the four industry
he said.
·gained from Dr. Wu through this
winners
made a presentation to a
competition
began
in
October
The
competition."
with the teams being divided into four group of Winnipeg businessmen and
"To borrow a phrase from the
university faculty to determine the
industry groups, each with five
Army, 'he made us the best we could
of the entire competition.
champion
competing schools. The first phase
be," said Boutelle.
And,
again,
Bowling Green emerged
consisted
of
computer
simulated
Wu is modest about his
the
winner.
decisions
where
each
of
the
five
contributions. "It was very satisfying
Kirchoff, a senior marketing major,
group competitors made weekly
to see a group of young students
said
the competition gave the
marketing strategy decisions,
willing to work so diligently to
students
insight into the importance
including
advertising
expenditures,
achieve a goaL They are all interested
of
marketing
research and the
distribution
and
price
test
marketing,
in learning. If I taught them anything
changes. These decisions were fed by marketing concept in the business
it was that hard work will pay off."
world. "It also showed us how to use
telephone to a central computer at
The objective of the Manitoba
a team approach in solving business
the University of Manitoba.
competition was to test student
problems. The experience we gained,
Each
week
for
nine
weeks
the
knowledge of strategic marketing
I know, will be quite valuable to us in
information was analyzed and
concepts and how those concepts fit
our future jobs."
returned to the teams for their next
into a total business environment,

New chapters
focus on
sharing feelings
Dr Richard L. Weaver II,
;riterpersonal and public
c;ommunication, has written the
fourth edition of his interpersonalcc:Tl:nunication textbook.
Entitled
Understanding
interpersonal
Communication,
the introductory,
college text helps
to improve
students'
understanding of
interpersonal
communication
concepts and
builds their skills Richard Weaver II
through practical applications and
exercises.
New chapters in this edition focus
on experiencing emotion, the sharing
of feelings, seeking closeness and
intimate relationships.
There is also greater emphasis on
the concepts and contexts of
communication in this edition. This is
achieved through new and expanded
material on the specific values and
benefits of effective communication,
the development of the self-concept
and strategies for building self·
esteem, the use of empathy in
listening and the development of
assertiveness skills.
Accompanying the text is a
completely revised and expanded
Instructor's Manual that provides
teaching suggestions, chapter
overviews, classroom discussion
questions, twice as many exercises
and activities as in the previous
edition and all-new chapter tests in
reproducible form.
Weaver has taught interpersonal
and public communication classes at
graduate and undergraduate levels at
the University since 1974, and he
directs the basic speechcommunication course. His previous
books have covered business
communication, group
communication, public
communication and research in
speech communication.
He is currently working on a book
on relationship communication.

Four featured artists highlight Philharmonia's gala concert
The Bowling Green Philharmonia
continues its season with a gala
concert Sunday (Feb. 8) featuring four
distinguished guest soloists and
some of the best-loved music of all
time_
The soloists include pianist Jerome
Rose, tenor Richard Mathey, baritone
Andreas Poulimenos and soprano
Alma Jean Smith, all members of the
College of Musical Arts.
Robert Spano will conduct the 3
p.m. gala in Kobacker Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
The performance will open with the
orchestra performing the "Overture to
Die Fledermaus" by Strauss and be
followed by "Piano Concerto No. 2"
by Franz Listz. The program also will
include popular arias from "La
Boheme," "Rigoletto" and ''The
Barber of Seville,"' as well as scenes
from the second act of "La Traviata"
Mathey has performed with the
Fort Wayne Opera OrcheStra,
Columbus Symphony, Opera
OrcheStra of New York. Opera
Orchestra of Lake Chautauqua,
Owensborough Symphony and the
Toledo Symphony. In May he wlll

appear with the Toledo Symphony in
a performance of Hector Berlioz's
"Requiem."
Pianist Rose is an artist-inresidence at the University, and
winner of the Grand Prix Du Disque
Liszt given by the Franz Liszt Society
of Budapest. His recent engagements
have included performances with the
Houston and Atlanta symphonies and
he will appear in three performances
with the Chicago Symphony in early
April_ His ongoing project of
recording the entire Liszt piano
repertoire for Vox has now reached a
dozen releases with the recently
issued ''Transcendental Etudes/Four
Waltzes."
Artistic director of the acclaimed
Franz Liszt Centennial Celebration
held in Washington D.C. last summer,
he was awarded the Franz Liszt
Commemorative Medal In December
by the Hungarian Ministry of Culture
in appreciation for his achievement in
the presentation and interpretation of
the work of Franz Uszt.
Poullmenos, a performer of a wide
range of operatic and concert
repertoire, has received critical

acclaim for appearances with opera
companies of Boston, Detroit,
Memphis, Mobile, Orlando, Dayton
and Grand Rapids. He has appeared
as guest soloist with the Boston Pops
and the symphony orchestras of
Detroit, Toledo, Grand Rapids and
Lansing.
His awards include first place in
the New England Regional
Metropolitan Opera Auditions and the
Maria DeVarady Award. This spring
he will spend two months in
Switzerland singing the title role in
"Figaro" with the opera company of
Biel.
Smith, though new to the faculty at
Bowling Green, is a familiar name to
those who listen to Metropolitan
Opera broadcasts- The Cleveland
native won the Met contest in 1974
and sang with the Met until 1981. She
sang at the Staatstheater am
Gartnerplatz in Munich from 1981-86.
The soprano has performed such
diverse roles as Frasqulta, Barbarlna,
the Sandman, Flowennalden,
Papagena and Niade In "Ariadne-"
She also has sung in Verdi's
"Requiem" with the Philadelphia

Orchestra, Eugene Onnandy
conducting, and In "Messiah" and
Pierne's "Children's Crusade" with
the Indianapolis Symphony.
Spano become director of the
Bowling Green Philharmonia in 1985.
He previously was assistant
conductor of the Delaware
Philharmonic and the Philadelphia
Youth Orchestra A graduate of
Oberlin Conservatory, he has
appeared as a solo violinist and
pianist with the Elkart Symphony and
Indiana University Philharmonic,
among other orchestras. At Oberlin,
he won the Louis Sudler Prize in the
Arts, the Rudolf Serkin Award and the
John Elvin Award for piano.
Tickets for the gala, priced at $3,
$6 and $9 each, can be purchased at
the Moore Musical Arts Center box
office between 10:30 a.m.·2:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday or at the
Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce during regular business
hours. Tickets can also be reserved
by calling 372-8171.
The gala will benefit the
University's opera program.

Mildred's menus show good taste in cafeteria food
Twenty-six years In food service
might exhaust the creativity of even
the most original gourmet. But
Mildred Oglesby, general manager
of McDonald cafeteria, has
continued generating new ideas to
prevent boredom from becoming a
standard item on the resident hall's
menu.
Events such as holiday buffets
and cook-outs break the monotony
of cafeteria food for both the
students who eat it and the
employees who make and serve it,
Oglesby explained.
Oglesby is referred to as Miss 0
around McDonald quadrangle where
she supervises about 250 employees
at four dining facilities. Some of her
former employees were less than
optimistic about her first attempt at
an out of the ordinary event. "When
I planned my first special dinner at
Kreischer cafeteria, a lot of people
were skeptical because they didn't
think students would like it," she
said. The students, however, loved
the dinner and have eagerly
anticipated similar events.
Even the cafeteria employees
enjoy the change of pace. "It's a
real morale-booster," Oglesby said.
"I talk it up to them for days
beforehand and when the time
arrives, sometimes I put on my lab
coat and join them in the kitchen."
The cooking chore is just part of
the process Oglesby goes through

·Doing special things like
these dinners shows the
students and employees
chat I care about them.
Thal°s what it's all about.·
when designing a cafeteria event.
The steps begin with an idea, such
as the International Dinner the
cafeteria had on Jan. 27. Oglesby
researched cookbooks for recipes
and then consulted the cooking
staff to determine the feasibility of
providing the various dishes. The
menu included foods from nearly a
dozen countries ranging from Africa
and China to Greece and Hungary,
as well as "good old American apple
pie," Oglesby said.
Finding entertainment was also
one of Oglesby's responsibilities.
For the International Dinner, a
student from Aruba played the
piano. At other dinners, students
have watched a style show and
enjoyed the performances of the
University's gospel choir.
Another one of Oglesby's
inventions is the Midnight Breakfast
which is now a popular evPnl ~.,.-~,
the campus cafeterias. Tr=
breakfast, which takes plac-~-,1'1b
Monday finals week begins, was

Election rejects FOP organizing
Elections to determine whether to
organize for the purpose of collective
bargaining under the auspices of the
Fraternal Order of Police were held
Jan. 23 at the department of public
safety.
In separate elections, the campus
police unit voted 9-1 not to organize

and the dispatcherstclerical unit
rejected organizing by a 5-0 vote.
The election was conducted by the
State Employment Relations Board
which authorized the voting following
an FOP request to represent the
campus law enforcement employees.

Mother I daughter photos needed
Photographs of generations of
mothers and daughters are being
solicited by Jerome Library for a
display to be featured in March in
honor of Women's History Month. The
theme of the display is "Generations
of Compassion, Courage and
Conviction."
Photos do not have to be of studio
quality and snapshots are acceptable.
Joint or individual photos are also

acceptable and subjects can include
any combination of generations.
Photos should include brief
identification information and all
pictures will be returned to the
owners in late March.
Send materials to Dawn McCaghy,
reference department of Jerome
Library. Deadline for pictures is Feb.
20. For more information contact
McCaghy at 372-7902.

Givens

from page 1
the categories of University
activities or student life.
Among the changes in recent
years that the history professor
counts as highlights is the growth in
faculty, enrollment and the physical
plant. That growth began in the
1950s and 1960s, he said, and
carried over into the 1970s and now
the 1980s.
The growth is even more
remarkable because it continued
during the traumatic late 1960s and
early 1970s when universities and
colleges nationwide were
undergoing radical changes.
This turbulent period remains as
one of the most memorable eras to
Givens, not for the problems
suffered by Bowling Green, but how
it weathered the storm.
"We came through it as the only
residential state campus that didn't
close. That influenced enrollment
and the attitude about Bowling
Green," he said. "It impressed
parents. Bowling Green appeared as
a stable university, a better place to
get an education-"
That stability has remained and
Givens praises University faculty
and administration for being flexible
and wllllng to deal with change.

rather than resist it.
Givens admits that while the book
attempts to survey more fully the
history of the University from 1963
to the present, the process has been
selective due to the volume of
material.
"Despite whatever shortcomings
there might be," he said, "hopefully
the essence of Bowling Green and
its history has been caught."
The book is available for purchase
at The Popular Press or the
University Book Store.

Classified Staff
Council

from page 1
requesting an deadline extension for
recommendations for the Classified
Handbook. The committee is hoping
to receive more responses from
classified employees. Anyone with
deletions or suggestions for changes
in the handbook can forward them to
CSC, Box 21, University Hall.
- Unda Eynon, Center for Archival
Collections, resigned as CSC
representative and co-secretary. Dave
Mears was elected to the co-secretary
position, and council will discuss the
representative vacancy at the next
meeting_

Mildred Oglesby keeps meals interesting at McDonald cafeteria where she is
general manager. Students eagerly look forward to her creative menus which
have included international dinners and midnight breakfasts.

designed for students who stay up
late studying, Oglesby said. During
last semester's breakfast, over 700
people gathered for pancakes and
sausage.
The next special dinner on the
agenda is a Soul Food Dinner in
conjunction with Black History
Month. Like the other events, this
one will require much of Oglesby's
time and effort.
Although Oglesby said the dinners
involve more work than anyone
realizes, she was quick to praise the
resident advisers, hall directors and
cafeteria employees who help ease
the load.

"I think my interest and
enthusiasm is contagious," Oglesby
said. "When others see me get
excited about one of the dinners,
they get more involved and then
they get excited too."
Two years ago, Oglesby was
presented with an award for being
"Most Creative Manager." While
she said she was honored, such
awards are not what motivates
Oglesby to continue her efforts.
"Doing special things like these
dinners shows the students and
employees that I care about them,"
she explained. "That's what it's
really all about."

Kenneth Koch to give poetry reading
Award-winning writer Kenneth Koch
will give a poetry reading Thursday
(Feb. 5).
Winner of the 1986 Award of Merit
Medal of the American Academy and
Institute of Arts and Letters, Koch
will read from 8-9 p.m. in 115
Education Building. Sponsored by the
Creative Writing Program in the
department of English, the reading is
open to the public free of charge.
Koch, a professor of English and
comparative literature at Columbia
University, has written novels, plays,
books on teaching children poetry,
and 14 collections of poetry. His
Selected Poems: 1950-82 was
published by Random House in 1985.
His latest collection of poetry,
published by Viking, is entitled On the
Edge.
The Cincinnati native also has
written a number of essays and
published numerous articles, poetry,
plays and fiction in magazines. He

has lectured widely on poetry, poetry
in education and related subjects,
and has been a guest on the "Today··
show, among other programs.
He has received three Fulbright
Fellowships, one for study in France,
the others for research in Italy and
France. His recognitions also include
a Guggenheim Fellowship, a Merrill
Foundation grant for writing poetry in
1969-70, the Harbison Award for
Distinguished Teaching in 1970 and
the American Academy of Arts and
Letters Award for Literature in 1976.
His 1970 film, "Wishes, Lies, and
Dreams," on teaching of poetry
writing at P.S. 61 in New York, was
produced by the National Endowment
for the Arts and a record and tape by
the same name featuring children
reading their poems, with
commentary, was issued in 1971 by
Spoken Arts. His recording, "Kenneth
Koch Reading His Poetry.. was issued
by Spoken Arts in 1979.

Semester's tuition is raffle prize
The University Honors Student
Association (H.S.A.) is sponsoring its
fifth annual Tuition Raffle this
semester. With the proceeds from the
first raffle in 1983, the H.S..A.
established the J. Robert Bashore
Scholarship Fund, named for Dr. Bob
Bashore, a 35-year English professor
and director of the honors program
for the first three years of its
existence (1978-1981). From this fund,
the H.S.A. awards annual
scholarships. Additionally, funds are
set aside each year to build a
permanent scholarship fund.
The raffle's grand prize Is the cash
equivalent of one In-state,
undergraduate semestets tuition

($821 this year). Also, three $50 book
scholarships will be awarded. All
registered University students are
eligible including graduating seniors,
part-time students and graduate
students.
While faculty members are not
eligible to win, they can support this
project by making donations or by
buying tickets in the name of
students of their choice. The winning
ticket of the 1984 Tuition Raffle was
purchased by a faculty member.
Tickets will be on sale from Feb.
9-24 from any honors student or from
the honors office, 231 Administration.
For more information, contact Dr.
Paul Haas or Susan Darrow at
372-8504.

In Brie.£_.;.•___;,•_ _ _ _ _ __

Exhibit will delight fishing buffs

LL F.E. program features displays, demonstrations
triathlon all three days for personal
challenge with participants biking,
swimming and running for 20 minutes
each event. A dive-in movie will
complete the program Wednesday at
8 p.m. In Cooper Pool featuring "The
Creature from the Black Lagoon."

The Student Recreation Center will
present its annual Ll.F.E. (leisure
Information/Fitness Evaluation)
Program Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday (Feb. 24).
The program will feature a
sports/wellness technology exhibit
from 6-9 p.m. each evening with
various displays and demonstrations.
There will also be an indoor mini-

For more Information contact
Tamra Summers at 372-7482.

For sale

Waiver fees available

The business education department
has for sale an ABDick Word
processor with three terminals and a
letter quality printer. The price ls
negotiatable by contacting Dennis
Bauer at 372-8096.
The department also has a number
of Royal electric·typewrlters
(approximately three years-old) for
sale to other University departments.
The typewriters are $100 each.
Contact Deb Fentress in 306 Hayes or
call 372-2541. .
The Student cOnsumer Union has
an IBM Correcting Selectric Ill for
sale to a University department or
staff member. It is in good condition
and has the pica and elite elements.
Negotiatable price is $400. Anyone
interested should contact the Union
at 372-8248.

New board elected
The Firelands College Board
recently elected new officers for the
1987-88 year.
Mary Mohammed, has been elected
president and Marcus French will
serve as vice president. Richard
Redfern will be treasurer and Holly
Hilborn will act as secretary.

Classified
Employment
Opportunities
The following classified positions are
available.
NEW VACANCIES

Posting Expiration Date for Employees to
Apply: 4 p.m~ Friday, Feb. 6.
2-6-1

2-6-2

Secretary 1
Pay Range 26
Firelands (Admissions and
Registration)
Word Processing Specialist 1
Pay Range 25
College of Technology
Temporary part-time (through
Jan. 31, 1988)

Dependents of University classified
staff retirees may enroll in classes
without payment of Instructional fees
for a period of five years following the
employee's retirement.
Previously, only participants in the
Supplemental Retirement Program
were entitled to a dependent fee
waiver. The policy change, approved
by the Board of Trustees, provides the
benefit to all retirees regardless of
participation In the SRP.
Questions regarding the fee
waivers should be directed to
· personnel support services by calling
372-2227.

Patents discussed
The McMaster Leadership Institute
will sponsor a discussion on patents
and copyrights for all BGSU faculty
and staff Feb. 17 from 10 am. to
noon In the State Room of the
University Union. Richard Emch, a
patent attorney with the Toledo firm
of Emch, Schaffer, Schaub and
Porcello will be the guest speaker.
To reserve space, call the
McMaster Leadership Institute at
372-6819.

Hours change
The Student Recreation Center's
main office returned to regular hours
this week. It will now be open 8 am.-5
p.m. Monday through Friday.

The art of fishing Is the subject of
an exhibit opening at 2 p.m. Saturday
(Feb. 7) In the Fine Arts Gallery.
The exhibit, entitled "Boats, Bait
and Fishing Paraphernalia: A Local
Folk Aesthetic," will bring together a
wide range of objects associated with
fishing, according to Dr. Kristen
Congdon and Dr. Douglas Blandy, two
assistant professors of art who are
directing the project.
The folk art exhibit, sponsored by
the University's School of Art, is
funded in part by the Ohio Arts
Councll.
Tho organizers of the exhibit say
they hope to draw attention to art
which exists in everyday life and is
made by people who are trained In a
tradition different from that of the
"art school trained artist."
"What we're trying to do Is show
how art becomes a functioning thing.
People from every walk of life fish.
We want to emphasize the aesthetic
dimension of fishing traditions and
the folklore by putting these things in
a gallery setting," Congdon
explained.
Handmade fishing boats,
handmade lures, fishing traps, fishing
poles and flies, an Ice fishing shelter,.
taxidermy and keepsakes, such as
snapshots and postcards, along with
photographs of northwest Ohio
residents fishing, will be shown in the
folk art exhibit, Congdon said.
"We want people to look at the
exhibit in two ways," Blandy said.
"We want them to see the purpose of
the objects as far as fishing but also
to see them as beautiful objects with
a pervasive tradition."
A number of special events are
planned on the afternoon of the first
day of the exhibit.
"In Your Blood," a presentation

Date book
Monday, Feb. 2

Finalists named
The following Student Affairs staff
members are finalists for the month
of December for the Outstanding
Student Affairs Service Awards.
The classified staff finalist is
Joanne Bruning, who is secretary in
the University Activities Organization
office. Lauren Manglll, a graduate
assistant at the Student Recreation
Center, is the graduate student
finalist and Becky Utz, an x-ray
technician in the University Health
Center, is the administrative staff
finalist.
All finalists are eligible for the
Outstanding Student Affairs Service
Award presented at a banquet in the
spring.

Black HISIOfY Month Event, Dr.
Benjamin Hooks, executive director,
National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, 7:30 p.m., St. Thomas
More Parish. Free.
· Sports/Wellness Technology Exhibit, 6-9
p.m., Student Recreation Center. The
exhibit will continue through Feb. 4.
"Pale Mother," International Film
Series, 8 p.m.• Gish Film Theater, Hanna
Hall. Free.

Tuesday, Feb. 3
Computer Seminar, hands-on
introduction to IBM Disk Operating
System, 10:30 a.m., 312 Hayes. Free.
Register by calling 372·2102.
"It's About Time," planetarium
production, 8 p.m., planetarium, Physical
Sciences Laboratory Bldg. $1 donation
suggest~.

Faculty/Staff Positions
The following faculty positions are available:
Applied Statistics and Operations Research: Instructor. Contact James Sullivan
(2·2363). Deadline: Feb. 27.
EDAS: Assistant professor. Contact Richard 0. Garlson (2-7357). Deadline: April 1.
Educational Curriculum and Instruction: Assistant professor. Contact Robert G. Oana
(2·7314). Extended deadline: Feb. 6.
Graduate College: Associate vice president for research and dean. Contact Norma
Stickler (2-291!;t. Deadline: Feb. 9.
Health Information In Technology (Medical Records): Instructor/assistant professor of
applied sciences. Contact Office of the Dean, Flrelands College (832-223). Deadline:
March 1.
History: Director. Institute for Great Lakes Research. Contact Gary Hess (2-2030).
Deadline: March 15.
Management: Visiting professor. Contact Peter A. Pinto (2·2946). Deadline: March 1Romance Languages: Assistant professor. Contact Diane Pretzer (2-2667). Deadline:
Feb. 27.
The following administrative staff positions are available:
Office of the Associate Vice President for Research: Dire~to~. animal facilities.
Contact Elden Martin (2.&>63). Deadline: April 3.
Resldentlal Services: Assistant directer of small group housing and greek life.
Deadline: May 1. Also, residence hall manager. Also, residence ha!: complex
coordinator. Also, residence hall director. Deadlines: June 1. For all positions, contact
Fayetta M. Paulsen (2-2456)_
TV Sertices: Director of Television information. Contact Susan Caldwell (2-2558).
Deadline: Feb_ 6.
Union: Cateringlserv1ce manager. Contact Linda Hamilton (2·2558). Deadline: Feb. 10.

Ylednesday, Feb.4
Women's Basketball, Bowling Green vs.
Eastern Michigan Univ., home, 5:30 p.m.
Men's Basketball, Bowling Green vs.
Eastern Michigan Univ., home, 8 p.m.
"The Creature from the Black Lagoon,"
dive-in movie. 8 p.m., Cooper Pool. Free.

Thursday, Feb. 5

•

about Lake Erie commercial fishing,
will be presented from 2:30-3:30 p.m.
on Saturday (Feb. 7) at the School of
Art by Tim Uoyd of the Traditional
Arts Program of the Ohio Arts Council
and Pat Mullin of the English
department at Ohio State UTllverslty.
The exact room location will be
posted In the Fine Arts Building.
Storytelling and a number of
demonstrations will be presented in
the gallery between from 3:304:30
p.m.
American culture specialist Marilyn
Motz, an assistant professor of
popular culture at the University, and
folklorist Lucy Long of Bowllng Green
will moderate the "fish" stories.
University sophomore liberal arts
major Colleen Longstreet of
Strongsville taught her aad, William
E. Longstreet Ill, to fish. Together
they will be demonstrating how to .
clean and fillet fish.
Rod wrapping will be demonstrated
by Chuck Motley of Tontogany while
Michael Fritz of Pemberville will give
a presentation on taxidermy.
Bowling Green resident Harry
Woodend Is scheduled to show how
to build model boats and Jim
Ottarson of Lima will give a fly tying
demonstration.
Fishing buff Sharon Ruffert of
Pemberville, a typist in the
University's popular culture
department, will be the
"fisher-in-residence" at the exhibit.
During posted hours she will be
available in the gallery to answer
questions about the exhibit and about
fishing In general.
The exhibition will continue
through Feb. 27. Admission is free.
The gallery is open from 9 am.-4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday and from
2-5 p.m. Sundays.

Computer Seminar, hands-on
introduction to IBM PC Multimate, 8:30
a.m.. Jerome Library Lab. Free. Register
by calling 372-2102.
"Phantom of the Opera," University
Activities Organization-sponsored film, 8
p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.
Poetry Reading, Award-winning poet•
Kennetn Koch, of Columbia Univ., a p.m.,
115 Education. Free.

Friday, Feb. 6
Computer Seminar, Using the IBM PC
for Job Entry to the IBM 4381. 8:30 a.m.,
Union Lab. Free. Register by calling
372-2102.
"The Color Purple," University Activities
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Financial aid officers explain rules changes to parents
Deb Heineman, financial aid, has
been spending a lot of time in high
schools lately. And when she
speaks, people listen.
Throughout December, January
and February, prospective college
students and their parents have
been meeting with Heineman in
northwest Ohio high schools to hear
about significant changes in
financial aid programs that have
occurred this past year, especially
at the federal level with the
Reauthorization Act of 1986.
Heineman and financial aid
officers from other Ohio colleges
and universities have been going to
as many high schools as possible to
emphasize that financial aid is still
available to students who need it.
However, the point is being made
that financing higher education is a
shared responsibility - one that
starts with the family but can be
aided by financial assistance from
government, college and private
sources when the family is no longer
able to contribute.
These financial aid information
sessions are held in observance of
Financial Aid Awareness Month and
Heineman said during the two hour
program she explains sources of

aid, answers questions and instructs
parents and students in completing
aid forms.
Sponsored by the Ohio
Association of Student Financial Aid
Administrators, the Ohio Board of
Regents and the Ohio Student Loan
Commission, the programs are
conducted annually, and an increase
in attendance this year has been
noted.
"Eighty percent of my audiences
are made up of parents - they are
the ones who are going to be
making the payments," Heineman
said. "They've been reading the
papers and everyone is aware of the
budget cuts."
Heinman said she is seeing a
growing number of people who are
unable to pay and are concerned
about how they can send their
children on to higher education.
"There are more middle class
homeowners who don•t have a
sizeable income or savings. They are
looking for anything that might give
them some financial assistance,"
she said.
Heineman's programs stress that
aid is still available, but qualifications
have been tightened.
The Reauthorization Act has

Organization sponsored film, Feb. 6 and 7.
7 p.m. and 10 p.m., 210 Math Science_
"Improper Conduct," English subtitles.
Foreign Film Festival, 7:30 p.m., Gish Film
Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.
"It's About Time," planetarium
production, 8 p.m., planetarium. Physical
Sciences Laboratory Bldg. S1 donation
suggested.

Monday, Feb. 9
Men's Basketball, Bowling Green vs.
Findlay College, hOme, 8 p.m.
· "Orphans," International Film Series, 8
p.m.. Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.

changed the definition of independent
student, changed the cutoff age to 24
and now bases financial need on

everything from the individual's
income to assets, Heineman said.
continued on page 3

No new funds for higher education
in proposed executive budget
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Sunday, Feb.8
Concert, Bowling Green Philharmonia, 3
p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Tickets are priced at $3. $6 an $9
and may be purchased at the Bowling
Green Chamber of Commerce or the
Moore Musical Arts Center box office.
"It's About Time," planetarium
production, 7:30 p.m .. planetarium,
Physical Sciences Laboratory Bldg. S~
donation suggested.

In one of her many stops to northwest Ohio high schools, Deb Heineman
explains some of the recent changes in financial aid to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Mlinarik, parents of a Bowling Green High School student.

BGSU faces $1. 9 million cut

Saturday, Feb. 7
Black History Month Conference, .. An
Affirmation of the African-American
Female: Myths and Realities ... 8
a.m.-noon. Lenhart Ballroom. Union. To
register call 372-8357.
Exhibit, .. Boats, Bait and Fishing
Paraphemilia: A Local Folk Aesthetic,"
Fine Arts Gallery. The exhibit will continue
through Feb. 27. Gallery hours are 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. weekdays and 2-5 p.m.
Sundays. Opening day events begin at
2:30 p.m. and include a narrative of Lake
Erie commercial fishermen, storytelling
and various demonstrations. Free.
Lake Erie Sport Fishing Seminlar, 9
a.m.-3 p.m., East Bldg., Flrelands. $30
seminar fee includes lunch. Register by
calling 433-5560 before Feb. 4.
Black History Month Event, Bob Marley
tribute, reggae videos, 7-9 p.m.; dance
featuring reggae band Riddim Doctor, 10
p.m., Northeast Commons. Free.
Hockey, Bowling Green vs. Michigan
State Univ.. home, 7:30 p.m.

February 9, 1987

Bob Kreienkamp (center), WBGU-TV, drives the ball down the court for
the classified staff team while dodging administration team members
Jack Taylor (left), minority affairs, and Bob Patton, business
administration. The classified employees came out on top with a score of
8-4 during the half-time entertainmen_t_ at the Jan. 31 ~w_ling ~reen
basketball game where it was Class1f1ed Staff Apprec1at1on Night.

Assuring senators that "it's not
time to panic," President Olscamp
told Faculty Senate at its Feb. 3
meeting that the executive budget
announced last week by Gov. Celeste
poses difficulties for higher education
and that the Ohio Board of Regents'
analysis of that budget calls for
Bowling Green to receive $1.9 million
less next year than its current
allocation.
Olscamp said the proposed state
budget was "very distressing," and
urged faculty to contact state
representatives to voice their
opinions on the proposal. "I am
confident that this budget as it
stands will not pass," Olscamp said.
For the 1986-87 year, Bowling
Green's net subsidy is $50,881,667
and will decrease by 3.74 percent to
$48,974,163 for 1987-88 under the
executive budget proposal.
The Board of Regents' projects that
Bowling Green·s expenditures for
1987-88 will be about 4.8 prcent
higher than this year. Given the
proposed subsidy cut and the
Regents' projected expenditures for
Bowling Green, fee increases in the
range of 25-30 percent will be needed
to balance the educational budget.
Olscamp called such fee increases
"outlandishly high," and said he will
be lobbying for a revised budget
during the next several months.
In the meantime, he announced a
freeze, unless a search is already
underway, on all vacant
administrative positions and said the
personnel budget proposals approved
at the Dec. 12 Board of Trustees

·1 am confident that this
budget as il stands will nol
pass.
-President Olscamp
meeting will be reconsidered.
In other business, the senate
approved revisions of the University's
patent policy. Dr. Louis Katzner,
graduate college, explained the
revisions open a schedule of options
for handling patents related to the
extent to which the University or the
faculty assumes the cost for securing
a patent and a schedule of income
distribution.
According to Katzner, the new
policy is more favorable to faculty
members and will encourage more to
apply for patents.
Also on the agenda:
- The Faculty Welfare
Committee's recommendations for
faculty salary/compensation was
discussed. A motion on the
recommendations is expected at the
next meeting.
- Dr. Richard Eakin, vice president
of planning and budgeting, was
recognized for his contributions to
the University with a long round of
applause and a courtesy resolution.
Eakin ttas been named chancellor
of East Carolina University.
- A courtesy resolution was read
in honor of the late Dominic Labino,
recognizing his contributions to glass
technology and art at the University.

